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ABSTRACT: In this contribution, we propose a deeper understanding of the
electronic effects affecting the nucleation of water around the Au+ and Hg2+ metal
cations using quantum chemistry. To do so, and in order to go beyond usual
energetical studies, we make extensive use of state of the art quantum
interpretative techniques combining ELF/NCI/QTAIM/EDA computations to
capture all ranges of interactions stabilizing the well characterized microhydrated
structures. The Electron Localization Function (ELF) topological analysis reveals
the peculiar role of the Au+ outer-shell core electrons (subvalence) that appear
already spatially preorganized once the addition of the first water molecule occurs.
Thus, despite the addition of other water molecules, the electronic structure of
Au(H2O)

+ appears frozen due to relativistic effects leading to a maximal
acceptation of only two waters in gold’s first hydration shell. As the values of the
QTAIM (Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules) cations’s charge is discussed,
the Non Covalent Interactions (NCI) analysis showed that Au+ appears still able
to interact through longer range van der Waals interaction with the third or fourth hydration shell water molecules. As these
types of interaction are not characteristic of either a hard or soft metal cation, we introduced the concept of a “pseudo-soft”
cation to define Au+ behavior. Then, extending the study, we performed the same computations replacing Au+ with Hg2+, an
isoelectronic cation. If Hg2+ behaves like Au+ for small water clusters, a topological, geometrical, and energetical transition
appears when the number of water molecules increases. Regarding the HSAB theory, this transition is characteristic of a shift of
Hg2+ from a pseudosoft form to a soft ion and appears to be due to a competition between the relativistic and correlation effects.
Indeed, if relativistic effects are predominant, then mercury will behave like gold and have a similar subvalence/geometry;
otherwise when correlation effects are predominant, Hg2+ behaves like a soft cation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Initially restricted to atmospheric experimental studies,1 the
study of water nucleation, namely the condensation of water
molecules around charged particles, has been extended in
recent years to the study of Mp+ metal cations microhydration2

in clusters. Indeed understanding the bonding properties of a
metal cation within its first hydration shell or the organization
of the solvent molecules around the cation in ([M(H2O)n]

p+)
clusters can help to identify their selectivity and to understand
their involvement in complex biological (i.e., metal poisoning3)
and chemical (catalytic capacities4) processes. In this line,
experiments have been shown to be able to describe the
nucleation of water molecules around heavy metals such as gold
thanks to Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) techniques.5

For quantum chemists, such systems have been highly
challenging for several decades6a as they raise the double

problem of the inclusion of both the electronic correlation and
relativity effects within electronic structure computations (see
refs 6b−d and references therein).
From this perspective, electronic structure studies are divided

into two categories: on the one hand, high level gas phase
quantum calculation, with accurate treatment of the relativistic
and correlation effects, on small size clusters,6−16 and on the
other hand solvated cations treated at a hybrid Quantum
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) level to obtain
condensed phase results.17−19 In both cases, several exper-
imental results allowed the validation of those theoretical
results.5,20−23
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Moreover, to understand the intrinsic importance of local
quantum effects due to the metals, a new theoretical
“interpretative” strategy has been applied through the use of
Quantum Chemical Topological (QCT) analyses. Indeed, de
Courcy et al.24 showed that the Electron Localization
Function25,26 (ELF) topological analysis could define a
topological criterion to discriminate hard and soft metal cations
in their local environment providing new insights about
physical phenomena at play. Thus, a soft (polarizable) cation
is able to split/delocalize its outer-shell core density (denoted
as core subvalence) into different space domains (basins) in
order to accommodate the perturbing environment (induction-
like effects). On the contrary, the electronic density of a hard
(and poorly polarizable) cation remains spherical under the
same circumstances. Such effects have been shown to be
directly linked with observed increases of second order metal
energies such as polarization and charge transfer (induction
terms) in energy decomposition analysis approaches.
In this contribution, we intend to follow up on theoretical

studies6−8,10 devoted to gold in order to more deeply
understand the physical effects at play in water nucleation
around it and to extend it by comparing such microsolvation to
Hg2+ which is isoelectronic to Au+. Indeed, it should allow us to
illustrate the importance of the electronic correlation vs
relativity competition having in mind that if relativity is more
important for gold than for any other sixth row6 cations, Hg2+

should nevertheless exhibit smaller but noticeable relativistic
effects.
To do so, we will study the water molecules nucleation

around these two metal cations at a quantum mechanical level
in clusters encompassing a number of water molecules ranging
from 1 to 16 (denoted [M(H2O)n]

p+ or [M]n where M is the
metal name (i.e., Au or Hg), n is the number of water molecules
in the complex, and p is the charge of the complex (p = 1 for
Au and 2 for Hg)). In order to provide further insights into the
bonding properties of gold and mercury cations and techniques
to go beyond usual energetical studies, we will make extensive
use of quantum interpretative techniques such as ELF or an
energy decomposition analysis (EDA) scheme such as the
Constrained Space Orbital Variations (CSOV) approach.27 We
will also use the newly developed Non-Covalent Interaction
(NCI) method28,29 to unravel weak interactions in clusters and
quantify their strength. Overall, each one of the obtained
structures will be submitted to a full cross-interpretative analysis
scheme using combined analyses.

2. THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Computational Details. Molecular Geometries. For Au+

and Hg2+ water complexes, Gaussian 0930 geometry optimiza-
tions were performed using Density Functional Theory (DFT)
at a B3LYP/6-31+G**31−33 level on water molecules and using
the SDD34 pseudopotentials for the metal cations. Such a
pseudopotential was found to give consistent results for the
[Au(H2O)]+ complex in comparison with full electron,
relativistic calculations using a four-component Hamiltonian11

that cannot be performed on the presently studied large
systems. Table 1 provides a short comparison of the agreement
between scalar treatment using SDD pseudopotentials and all-
electrons fully relativistic (four-component) results. Moreover,
it is important to point out that topological analyses such as
ELF/QTAIM/NCI require to have access to the relaxed
electron density. The present choice is therefore completely
relevant for such an analysis.

All optimized structures were characterized by a full
vibrational analysis as frequencies were calculated for each
one of the optimized geometries so as to ensure that the finally
obtained geometry was at least a local minimum.
For gold, the initial structures were built upon ones proposed

by Reveles et al.7 In addition, different starting geometries were
tested, such as octahedral geometries. For mercury, we choose
our gold optimized structures as guess geometries, but other
initial geometries were also considered.
For mercury, additional computations were performed.

Indeed, for the [Hg(H2O)3]
2+ complex, different DFT

functionals such as BLYP, PBE0,35 PW91PW91,36 and ab
initio methods such as HF, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD-T, as well
as various basis sets (6-31+G**,33 6-311++G**,37 aug-cc-
pVDZ,38 aug-cc-pVTZ38) were tested. Several treatments of the
relativistic effects including scalar SDD pseudopotential and
different levels of Douglas−Kroll theory39−41 were used to
assess the validity of our calculation. Full Douglas−Kroll/aug-
cc-pvtz computations were performed for clusters up to seven
water molecules. We also studied the competition between the
linear and centered form of mercury complexed with three
ligands [Hg(X)3]

+2−p, X = HF, NH3, imidazole, NH2
−, H2O,

OH−, H2S, HS
−, and CH3S

− and p being their respective
charge. For these systems, calculations were performed at the
B3LYP/SDD/6-31+G** level of theory. The different ligands
were chosen to be ranked from typically hard (HF) to typically
soft (CH3S

−) ligands.
Charge Analysis. To compare to previous studies, various

charge analysis schemes have been used in order to discuss the
evolution (and stability) of the metal cation’s charge as a
function of the number of water molecules of the complexes.
The Mulliken,42 Natural Bond Orbital43,44 (NBO), and

Atoms In Molecules45,46 (QTAIM) charges were performed.
Mulliken and NBO analyses were performed using Gaussian.
The Top_Mod47 software was used for all QTAIM
computations as well as for the distributed moment analysis
based on the QTAIM partition.48,49 To study the effects of the
method/basis set choices, charges were also computed on the
previously optimized structures using other levels of theory:
MP2, HF, BLYP, B3LYP, PBE0, PW91PW91, and M06-2X50
and using other basis sets: STO-3G,51 3-21G,52 DZVP,53 6-
31+G**,33 6-31++G**,33 6-311++G**,37 and aug-cc-pVTZ.38

The basis sets range from minimal to double or triple-ζ basis
sets with diffuse and polarization orbitals. The DZVP basis set
was additionally used in order to compare our results with
those from Reveles et al.7

Quantum Chemical Topology (QCT) Approaches.
a. The ELF Topological Analysis. The ELF function was
originally studied by Becke and Edgecombe.25 It was later
associated with a measure of the Pauli repulsion in the atomic

Table 1. Geometrical Parameters (Å and Degrees) and
Complexation Energy (kcal/mol) for the [Au(H2O)]

2+ and
[Hg(H2O)]

2+ Complexes at the 6-31+G**/SDD/B3LYP and
All Electrons (AE)/DB3LYP 4-Component Levels (See
Details in Ref 11)

cation [Au(H2O)]
+ [Hg(H2O)]

+

method B3LYP/SDD DB3LYP/AE B3LYP/SDD DB3LYP/AE

r(M−O) 2.177 2.137 2.150 2.112
r(O−H) 0.972 0.972 0.989 0.989
B(HOH) 108.3 109.0 109.2 109.6
ΔE −38.7 −41.2 −93.7 −95.6
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or molecular space by Silvi and Savin.26 It also enables access to
the probability of finding two same spin electrons. ELF values
are restricted between 0 and 1 and can be interpreted as a
signature of the electronic pair distribution, but in contrast to
pair functions, it can be easily calculated and interpreted. The
ELF function can be partitioned into an intuitive chemical
scheme once it has been computed on a 3D grid from a given
ab initio method. Indeed, core regions, denoted C(X), can be
determined for any atom. This is also the case for valence
regions associated with lone pairs, denoted V(X), and for
chemical bonds [V(X,Y)]. These ELF regions, called basins
(denoted as X), match closely the domains of Gillespie and
Nyholm’s valence shell electron pair repulsion model.54 All
computations were performed using the Top_Mod package.47

Subvalence and Electronic Localization Function. In a
recent study, de Courcy et al.24 showed that some metal cations
were able to split their inner shell core electron density (named
subvalence) in order to accommodate to the environment (see
Figure 1). They also realized that the ability of a cation to split

its subvalence was directly related to its hardness/softness
properties: indeed, hard cations never split their subvalence
whereas soft cations ones are able to split it. Such a property
was also demonstrated to have an important implication in
biomolecular systems such as enzymes.55,56

In addition to the usual topological analysis, it is possible to
use ELF theory to obtain properties such as the partial charge
or the different first moments integrated on the ELF basin.49 As
the equations are very general, these properties can also be
integrated on the QTAIM basins so as to obtain the atomic
partial charges or first moments.
b. The NCI Analysis. Recently, Johnson et al. introduced the

reduced density gradient as a new scalar function able to
analyze noncovalent interactions,28,29 providing a rich repre-
sentation of van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonds, and
steric repulsions. Such a function is defined using the electron
density and its first derivatives:

ρ
π

ρ
ρ

= |∇ |
s( )

1
2(3 )2 1/3 4/3

It is a dimensionless quantity used in DFT to describe the
deviation from a homogeneous electron distribution. In density
tails (i.e., regions far from the molecule, in which the density is
decaying to zero exponentially), the reduced gradient has very
large positive values. On the contrary, the s(ρ) function
assumes values approaching zero for regions of both covalent
bonding and noncovalent interactions.

These low s(ρ) areas are traced back to molecular space that
gives rise to isosurfaces, enabling the visualization of the weak
interactions of the system. In order to differentiate between the
different types of interactions, we will use the following color
code:

• Blue for the highly attractive weak interactions (such as
hydrogen bonds)

• Green for the extremely weak interactions (such as
dispersive-like van der Waals)

• Red for repulsive interactions (such as steric clashes)

c. Combined ELF/NCI Analysis. The synergetic use of ELF
and NCI57 enables the simultaneously identification of regions
of strong and weak electron pairing. Initially devoted to the
study and the understanding of chemical reaction mecha-
nisms,57 it has been recently applied to the understanding of
the role of metal for metalloenzymes reactivity.56

Energy Decomposition Analysis (EDA). The interaction
energy between two or more fragments such as a cation and its
ligands can be decomposed into four different contributions:

Δ = + + +E E E E EC exch/rep pol CT

namely, Coulomb/electrostatic energy (EC), short-range
exchange-repulsion energy (Eexch/rep) in first-order (E1 is the
sum of EC and Eexch/rep energies), polarization energy (Epol), and
charge-transfer energy (ECT) in second-order (E2 is the sum of
the Epol and Ect energies, sometimes denoted as induction). All
of these four terms can only be computed at the DFT level with
the B3LYP functional using the Constrained Space Orbital
Variations (CSOV)27,58a procedure in a modified version of the
HONDO 95.3 software.59 Such a procedure has been shown to
be fully applicable to heavy metals.58 Computations were
performed on both gold and mercury complexes for clusters
[M]n n = 2 to 16 and M being Au or Hg. Table 2 shows the
evolution of the polarization and charge transfer energies (kcal/
mol) for [Au]n.

3. THEORETICAL STUDY OF WATER MOLECULE
NUCLEATION AROUND AU+: RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section, we will first present the computed structures
and discuss their significance compared to previous exper-
imental and theoretical studies. We will then apply an extensive
multimethod strategy using various quantum interpretative
techniques in order to deeper study the present electronic

Figure 1. ELF topology of a soft cation such as Ca2+ that splits its
outer-shell density into subvalence domains vs a hard cation such as
Mg2+ that remains spherical.

Table 2. Evolution of the Polarization and Charge Transfer
Energies (kcal/mol) for [Au]n (n = 2 to 10) at the 6-
31+G**/SDD/B3LYP Level

decomposition
polarization
(kcal/mol) charge transfer (kcal/mol)

complex cation water water to cation cation to water

[Au(H2O)2]
+ −25.7 −21.0 −37.8 −3.2

[Au(H2O)3]
+ −28.5 −23.4 −41.4 −3.4

[Au(H2O)4]
+ −31.7 −25.1 −43.2 −3.5

[Au(H2O)5]
+ −33.9 −27.5 −47.2 −3.4

[Au(H2O)6]
+ −35.7 −29.1 −48.6 −3.5

[Au(H2O)7]
+ −34.0 −28.6 −48.0 −3.4

[Au(H2O)8]
+ −35.4 −30.5 −50.1 −3.4

[Au(H2O)9]
+ −33.1 −29.5 −47.4 −3.4

[Au(H2O)10]
+ −33.6 −30.9 −48.8 −3.3
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effects. Finally, we will discuss the final charge on the Au+

cation within the complexes.
Structures and Energies of [Au]n Complexes. The Basis

Set Superposition Error (BSSE) and Zero Point Energy (ZPE)
corrected incremental binding energy of a cluster ([Au]n for
example) can be defined as the difference between the bonding
energy of the [Au]n and the [Au]n−1 complexes. It therefore
represents the change in energy due to the bonding of the
water number n.
For the gold cation, we compared our incremental bonding

energies to other studies including reference experimental gas
phase bonding energies (Poisson et al.5) and theoretical works
(Lee et al.,60 Feller et al.,10 Reveles et al.7) as shown in Figure 2.

They all reported that the two first water molecule additions
were at least twice as favorable (around 35 to 45 kcal/mol) as
the following ones (from 10 to 20 kcal/mol). The second water
molecule appears more strongly bound than the first one. This
specificity of the gold cation has been attributed to the large
relativistic effects it undergoes.6b−d,11 As shown in Figure 2, our
results agree with these previous studies and therefore state that
our optimized structures can be assimilated as reasonable global
minima.
For ([Au(H2O)2]

+) and larger clusters, only two water
molecules remain linearly bonded to the cation with an angle
ranking between 170° and 178°, the others being located in the
second and third hydration shells. For medium size clusters (up
to [Au]7), hydrogen bonded water molecules attempt to form
rings on each side of the cation. For the largest clusters (eight
or more water molecules), some water molecules are bridging
the two sides of the cation thanks to hydrogen bonds. They are
however localized too far from the cation (around 4 Å instead
of 2 Å for the first solvation water molecules) to be considered
bonded to it.
Cross Interpretative Analysis of the Interaction

between Au+ and Its Environment: Notion of Pseudo-
soft Cation and Study of the Au−O Bond. The ELF
topological analysis shows that gold’s subvalence is divided into
two half-sphere domains pointing along the Au−O bond
(Figure 3 and Figure S1 in Supporting Information for larger
images of all the complexes). This subvalence is conserved
whatever the number of water molecules is, i.e., from 1 to 16
water molecules. Indeed, it is already preorganized at the one
water molecule stage and will not be modified even with the
apparition of bridging water molecules and can be therefore
considered as frozen. This preorganization can be traced back

to the importance of relativity which was shown to dominate
the Au(H2O)

+ complex (see ref 11 for the importance of
relativity vs correlation effects using all-electrons-DFT 4-
components computations). This last part reinforces the fact
that Au+ only strongly interacts with the two first hydration
shell water molecules (in agreement with Pyykkö et al.6d who
proposed results in that direction).
For small clusters, NCI and ELF give very similar results, as

interactions between the cation and the two first hydration shell
water molecules can be found (Figure 4 and Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information for larger images of all the complexes).
For clusters of eight and more water molecules, however,
differences arise as weak interactions can be found between the
bridging water molecules and the cation. These interactions are

Figure 2. BSSE/ZPE corrected incremented bond energy (in kcal
mol−1) for increasing the size of clusters from our study (diamonds) or
other experimental (triangles, points and stars) as well as theoretical
results (squares).

Figure 3. ELF isosurfaces (ELF = 0.78) for different [Au]n (n = 1, 2,
and 8) clusters. For each of them, the distance between the closest
water molecules and the cation are added (Å). For a better visibility,
the pictures of the other complexes studied can be found in Figure S1
in the Supporting Information. All structures were computed at the
B3LYP/SDD/6-31+G** level of theory.

Figure 4. NCI analysis for several [Au]n (n = 1, 2, and 8) complexes.
The colors range from blue for strongly attractive interactions to red
for repulsive ones. For more visibility, the pictures of all the complexes
studied can be found in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. All
structures were computed at the B3LYP/SDD/6-31+G** level of
theory.
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weak (van der Waals strength type) as the density value
associated is very small. The NCI approach also explains the
reason why cycles are formed between hydrogen bonded water
molecules. Indeed, an attractive interaction domain can be
found in the center of those cycles of four water molecules that
corresponds to an additional stabilization due to their
formation. NCI analyses on MP2 single point relaxed densities
on DFT structures displayed the same picture.
Finally, regarding the definition of hardness/softness

introduced by de Courcy et al.,24 Au+ cannot be considered
as a hard cation as it splits its subvalence into two half-spheres,
but neither can it be considered as a soft cation as once its
subvalence is split into two domains, the cation is strongly
polarized by the water molecules. Moreover, it is important to
note that Au+ appears impervious to any change in the external
field that is a characteristic of a hard cation. It will therefore be
designated as a “pseudo-soft” cation.
We mentioned previously that the strength of the two Au−O

bonds was very important (35 to 45 kcal/mol, see Figure 2).
The ELF analysis shows that an electron donation from the
ligand to the subvalence basins of the metal exists (for example
0.06 e− for the [Au]4 complex). Back donation from the metal
into first solvation shell oxygen water lone pairs also takes place
in these systems (0.05 e− out of 1.63 and 0.05 e− out of 1.65 in
the [Au]4 complex). To investigate it further, we performed
decomposition analysis on the different [Au]n, n = 2 to 10,
complexes. Using CSOV energy decomposition, we found
important charge transfer energies from the water molecules to
the cation and also from the cation to the water molecules (see
results in Table 3), which is in agreement with the ELF results.

Therefore, the Au−O bond appears as a very strong metal
ligand bond due to its partial covalence that mixes metal and
ligand electrons.
Finally, both polarization and charge transfer energies appear

stable whatever the number of additional water molecules. This
suggests that the remaining interactions between the cation and
its ligand (especially for bridging complexes) are mainly due to
other effects such as electrostatics or dispersion.
Study of the Charge Sensitivity to Methodology. In a

previous study, Reveles et al.7 computed the evolution of gold
Mulliken charge as a function of the number of water molecules
of the complexes. They concluded that gold’s charge could
decrease so much with the number of water molecules that the
cation finally appeared almost neutral (charge less than +0.10
e− for [Au]n, n ≥ 5). However, in agreement with Lee et al.,60

they also showed that such a phenomenon was more a trend

than an actual neutralization of the gold cation, as other charge
analysis schemes such as NBO were finding far less electron
transfer to Au+. We propose here a detailed analysis of the
influence of the methodology on the gold charge. In agreement
with Reveles et al., we show similar trends as Au+ exhibits the
capability to partially recover an electronic fraction. However,
our QTAIM population analysis clearly shows that the Au+

charge never decreases beyond +0.6 e−, preventing any full
neutralization of the gold cation.
We therefore decided to investigate more precisely the role

of the charge population analysis approach, the basis set, and
the ab initio computational method used.
NBO, QTAIM, and Mulliken population analysis were

performed for all complexes with cluster encompassing up to
10 water molecules ([Au]n, n = 1 to 10). The B3LYP functional
was used together with the 6-31+G** basis set on the water
molecules and the SDD pseudopotential on gold. QTAIM and
NBO analyses give relatively similar results showing a gold
charge that never decreases below +0.6 e− (as shown in Figure
5a and Figure S3-a), whereas the Mulliken population, on the
contrary, decreases up to +0.4 e−. This difference between
Mulliken and NBO charges had already been noticed by
Reveles et al. and arises from the well-known unstabilities of the
Mulliken approach (see refs 45, 46, and 61, for discussion)
Indeed, as expected, the basis set has a strong influence on

the results (see Figure 5b and Figure S3-b). It appears that the
charge is stable for relatively large basis sets (at least DZVP or
6-31+G**), but very important variations can however be seen
for small basis sets. For example, the use of a minimal basis set
such as STO-3G will even lead to a negatively charged gold.
Consequently, it seems mandatory to use, at least, a double-ζ
with polarization and diffuse functions basis sets to accurately
model such systems to avoid an unphysical description of the
electronic structure.
Finally, we investigated the influence of the ab initio or DFT

computational approach on the gold population analysis. Figure
5c (and Figure S3-c) sums up the results. The cation charge is
slightly modified with the ab initio or DFT method used. If we
compare to the MP2 charges, HF ones appear always too
important, whereas DFT ones are usually smaller. The HF
approach seems therefore to underestimate the delocalization
of the gold charge. When, on the contrary, DFT methods
overestimate it. These results are in good agreement with the
delocalization error described in refs 58, 62, and 63.
In addition, it is interesting to notice that all the hybrid

functionals reproduce better MP2 charges probably due to the
addition of a part of exact HF exchange. Among the others, the
M06-2X charges remain closest to the MP2 ones. Finally, our
results are also in good agreement with the fact that the DFT
delocalization error is decreasing with the size of the cluster
while the HF one is not.62,63

Overall, all the results gathered here show that the charge of
gold is method- and basis-dependent, as could have been
anticipated. Moreover, it seems necessary to use NBO or
QTAIM population analysis with hybrid DFT calculation and a
basis set larger or equal to DZVP. Nevertheless, if Au+ tends to
recover a fraction of an electron, it seems far from an actual
neutralization of its +1 charge that was discussed by Reveles et
al.7

Table 3. Evolution of the Population (q) and of the First
(M1) and Second (M2) Moments (in a.u.) of the Mercury for
the Clusters [Hg]n (n = 2 to 16)

complex q M1 M2

[Hg]2 1.4 0.07 1.95
[Hg]3 1.4 0.07 2.41
[Hg]4 1.4 0.08 2.59
[Hg]5 1.3 0.07 2.51
[Hg]6 1.3 0.07 2.55
[Hg]7 1.3 0.13 2.88
[Hg]8 1.3 0.12 3.21
[Hg]9 1.2 0.33 2.65
[Hg]10 1.4 0.27 1.38
[Hg]16 1.4 0.06 0.57
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4. THEORETICAL STUDY OF WATER MOLECULE
NUCLEATION AROUND HG2+: RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

To complement our results and following the same computa-
tional protocol, we extended our water nucleation study to
Hg2+, which is isoelectronic to Au+.
Cross Interpretative Analysis of [Hg]n (n = 1 to 16)

Complexes. For complexes with up to eight water molecules,
the mercury behaves similarly to gold: it only bonds to two
water molecules, with the remaining going to the second or
third hydration shell. Its subvalence splits also into two half-
spheres directed toward the Hg−O bond. Several differences
do however arise. Indeed, the mercury cation deprotonates its
first solvation shell water molecules. This property is eager to
be due to the higher charge transfer and therefore more
important covalent character of the Hg−O bonds (see Table
4). In order to reduce electrostatic repulsion, the created
protons will then be transferred as far as possible from the
cation. This induces a second difference as, in mercury, water

molecules tend then to create hydrogen bonded water strings
instead of rings in gold clusters.
For more than eight water molecules, the mercury switches

from its “gold type” or “linear type” solvation to a “centered”
one where Hg2+ accepts more than two water molecules in its
first solvation shell. This transition can be characterized looking
at its ELF subvalence basins that move from the two half-
spheres to a more divided form characteristic of soft cations
(Figure 6 and Figure S4 in the Supporting Information for

larger images of all the complexes). This topological transition
explains why, for small clusters, the mercury has a gold type
solvation structure, whereas once solvated, mercury binds seven
water molecules.20,21,64

The NCI analysis (Figure 7 and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information for larger images of all the complexes) shows that
Hg−O bond strength is decreasing when mercury accepts more
than two water molecules in its first hydration shell. These
modifications induce the loss of the mercury ability to
deprotonate the water molecules. Indeed, as the bond gets
weaker, the acidity gets smaller. Despite the increasing number
of water molecules in its first hydration shell, the mercury still
binds more strongly two opposed water molecules just as in
smaller clusters (the angle O−Hg−O ranks between 148° and

Figure 5. Evolutions of gold charge for different [Au]n clusters: (a)
NBO, QTAIM, and Mulliken population analysis (in e−) for [Au]n n =
1, 10 clusters computed at the B3LYP/SDD/6-31+G** level of
theory. (b) NBO charge for [Au]n complexes (n = 1 to 16) using
STO-3G, 3-21G, DZVP, 6-31+G**, 6-31++G**, 6-311++G**, and
aug-cc-pVTZ. (c) NBO charge for the different [Au]n clusters (n = 1
to 16) using HF, MP2, B3LYP, BLYP, PBE0, PW91PW91, and M06-
2X. For more visibility, the pictures of the other complexes studied can
be found in Figure S3 in the Supporting Information.

Table 4. Polarization and Charge Transfer Energies (in kcal/
mol) for the Different [Hg]n (n = 2 to 16) as Computed at
B3LYP Level Using CSOV Procedure

decomposition
polarization
(kcal/mol) charge transfer (kcal/mol)

complex cation water water to cation cation to water

[Hg]2 −11.3 −49.9 −56.6 −1.6
[Hg]3 −14.8 −64.7 −70.0 −1.8
[Hg]4 −17.5 −72.3 −73.4 −1.9
[Hg]5 −18.1 −74.3 −73.4 −1.9
[Hg]6 −19.0 −78.2 −75.1 −1.9
[Hg]7 −19.9 −85.1 −83.8 −2.0
[Hg]8 −21.4 −90.7 −89.1 −2.1
[Hg]9 −17.1 −95.5 −78.1 −1.5
[Hg]10 −6.7 −91.8 −59.3 −1.5
[Hg]16 −2.7 −121.1 −54.9 −1.1

Figure 6. ELF representation (ELF = 0.775) for complexes [Hg]n, n =
4, 8, 9, or 10. Specific attention was paid to the subvalence domain of
the cation for each cluster. For more visibility, the pictures of all the
complexes studied can be found in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information. All structures were computed at the B3LYP/SDD/6-
31+G** level of theory.
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180°). Indeed, the density characteristic of these interactions is
higher than those of other cation/water molecule interactions
(for example, 0.063 and 0.061 compared to 0.049, 0.044, 0.040,
and 0.028 in [Hg]16). Therefore, even if its coordination
increases, the mercury remains more strongly bonded to two
water molecules presenting a “gold type” geometry.
In a previous paper, Cox and Stace12 studied the reasons

leading to the gas phase’s unusual acidity of mercury on small
hydrated clusters ([Hg(H2O)2]

2+ and [Hg(H2O)4]
2+). For

these small complexes, our results are similar: they found that
mercury was able to deprotonate bonded water molecules. This
property was said to lead to its unusually important acidity in
water. However, our calculations showed that, for large clusters
([Hg]n n = 9, 10, and 16), the mercury loses this ability but
remains more strongly bonded to two water molecules (as
shown in NCI analysis). Therefore, Hg2+ will enhance the
acidity of these two water molecules, and it will consequently
increase its solvated acidity.
The study of the QTAIM charge and a distributed moments

analysis (first and second moments) on the mercury (the first
moment is a dipolar level contribution as the second moment is
related to the quadrupole on the cation) gives additional
information about the topological transition (see Table 3).
Although the charge analysis remains unchanged, the first and
second moments, on the contrary, show important differences
before and after the transition. Indeed, the first moment, which
fluctuates between 0.07 and 0.13 au from one to eight water
molecules, reaches 0.32 au for [Hg]9 and then decreases to 0.06
au for [Hg]16. The second moment increases slowly from 1.95
to 3.21 between [Hg]2 and [Hg]8 and starts decreasing rapidly
after. It is finally divided by 6 between [Hg]8 and [Hg]16 water
molecules due to the greater symmetry of the set.
The QTAIM moments (M1 and M2) appear therefore to be

good descriptors of the topological transition, whereas a charge
analysis would not have noticed any differences. It appears then
important to look at higher moments than the charge that can
provide information on more complex events.

Table 4 shows that the cation polarization increases up to
−21.4 kcal/mol for [Hg]8 but suddenly decreases for nine
water molecules (−17.1 kcal/mol) and finishes divided by 10
for [Hg]10 (−2.70 kcal mol−1). This transition is also visible in
the charge transfer energies from cation to water and from
water to cation that are both divided by 2 when going from 8 to
10 water molecules. The polarization of the solvent keeps going
up as it is not concerned by the transition.
The energy decomposition analysis shows also that charge

transfer from the ligands to the cation is almost twice as
important in mercury than in gold cations, whereas it is the
contrary for the charge transfer from the cation to the ligand.
This could be understood as an increase of the donation of the
ligands in the cation orbitals going together with a decrease of
the back-donation. Indeed, relativistic effects on gold induce a
contraction of the gold empty 6s orbital and an expansion of
the full 5d one. As these effects are less important in mercury
than in gold, their consequences will be smaller too.

Influence of the Level of Theory on the Transition:
Competition between the Relativistic and Electronic
Correlation Effects. If previous four-component/B3LYP all
electrons computations11 clearly demonstrated a lower
influence of relativity on the monoligated Hg2+ complex
compared to the Au+ one, it should be informative to interest
ourselves in clusters.
We should highlight here that the structures we optimized

are different from those of Afaneh et al.15 However, their goal
differed from ours by the fact that they tried to reproduce the
structure of the solvated mercury but with a limited number of
water molecules. Therefore, their optimization procedure
differs from ours. They started from a mercury cation solvated
by 30 water molecules, optimized the structure, and then kept
only water from the first or second solvation shell. If this
approach allows getting a good idea of the mercury solvated
structures, it presupposes that the mercury geometry is purely
centered and that the mercury will accept as many waters as
possible in its first hydration shell (up to 6). The transition we
observed is therefore totally ignored.
To assess the existence of the transition of [Hg]n complexes,

we compared the energy of different [Hg]6 complexes (the
results are exposed in Figure S6 and Table S1 in the Supporting
Information). More importantly, we studied the relative
stability of a centered form against a linear (“gold type”)
form for the [Hg]3 complex (see Figure 8a and b) at several

levels of theory. If the linear form is more stable than the
centered one (meaning ΔE negative), then there will
necessarily be a transition from a gold type (linear) form to a
more centered one, as it is known that the solvated Hg2+ is
seven-folded.20,21,64 If the centered form is already the most
stable one, then we can assess that there will not be any

Figure 7. NCI analysis for several [Hg]n complexes (n = 4, 8, 9, 10,
16). In [Hg]n complexes, only the two most important interactions
between mercury and water molecules are represented. The colors
range from blue for strongly attractive interactions to red for repulsive
ones. For more visibility, the pictures of all the complexes studied can
be found in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information. All structures
were computed at the B3LYP/SDD/6-31+G** level of theory.

Figure 8. Visualization of ELF basins for “linear” or “gold type”
complex (a) and the “centered” one (b).
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transition because the mercury will always try to have more
than two water molecules in its first hydration shell.
A variety of DFT functionals (BLYP, PW91PW91, B3LYP,

PBE0, and M06) and ab initio methods (HF, MP2, CCSD,
CCSD(T)) were used, as well as different treatments of the
relativistic effects: scalar treatment with SDD pseudopotential
and two-component treatment with Douglass−Kroll−Hess
theory (DKH2 and DKH4), as described in the Theoretical
and Computational Methods section.
If modifying the basis sets (Figure 9a) does not influence the

existence of a transition, the nature of the method used appears

to be very important (Figure 9b). Indeed, except for M06 that
reproduces well MP2 relative energy, DFT functionals stabilize
more the linear form contrary to ab initio methods that prefer
rather the centered one. This is due to the correlation and
dispersion treatments that are different in these two sets of
methods. As no nondynamical correlation is to taken into
account, we can consider the CCSD(T) method as a reference,
and then no transition should be considered at this level of
theory.
The use of the Douglas−Kroll level of theory that improves

the treatment of the relativistic effects leads however to a

stabilization of the linear form (Figure 9c). The latter appears
finally more stable than the centered one, and the topological
transition needs to be invoked again. The geometry of the
solvated mercury cation appears therefore as a fragile
equilibrium between correlation and relativity effects.

Interaction between the Hg2+ and Other Ligands. The
interactions between the various mercury ligands were studied
so as to understand better the nature of the different forms of
the mercury.65 Figure 10 shows that the hardest ligand

regarding the HSAB theory (HF, NH3, or H2O) are binding
preferentially in a linear form corresponding to the pseudosoft
complexed form of mercury. On the contrary, the softest ones
(H2S, HS

−, CH3S
−, OH−...) form preferentially centered (soft)

complexes. The pseudosoft geometries exhibit a strong
polarization and charge transfer effect: E1/E2 < 1 (see
Theoretical and Computational Methods section for a
definition of E1 and E2 and Table S2 for energy decomposition
values). These properties had already been linked by
Gourlaouen et al.11 to the reduction of the energy of the (n
+ 1)s0 orbital of the cation due to the relativistic effects. On the
contrary, the soft centered form has E1/E2 > 1, which is
characteristic of a state where relativistic effects play a minor
role and, thus, correlation effects are predominant.
Then, the transition observed in mercury solvation structures

appears to be dependent on the nature of the ligand considered.
For a hard ligand, the pseudosoft form will be preferred and the
transition will be observed, whereas for a soft one, the soft form
will be adopted from the beginning.
Finally, the differences between mercury and gold cations’

microsolvated geometries and, particularly, the existence of a
transition in the solvation structure can now be explained in
terms of importance of the relativistic effects. Relativity freezes
the metal cation in a linear geometry (for gold and mercury). In
gold, relativity is so important that correlation effects do not
manage to reach the importance of relativistic ones, and the
clusters remain in the linear type geometry whatever the
number of water molecules. On the contrary, as relativity is
smaller in mercury, correlation effects manage to reach the
importance of relativistic ones. When they get higher, the
geometry is then driven by correlation effects and the cation
manages to accept more than two water molecules in its first
hydration shell, which induces the topological transition.
Overall, these results highlight the need for high level

Figure 9. Difference of energy, energy + BSSE, and free energy
between the linear and the centered complexes: ΔE = Elinear form −
Ecentered form. (a) Using different basis sets and B3LYP; (b) using
various levels of theory and the 6-31+G** basis set; (c) using various
functionals and ab initio methods and for different treatments of
relativistic effects.

Figure 10. Energy and free energy differences between the linear and
centered forms for the nine different ligands (HF, NH3, imidazole,
NH2

−, H2O, OH
−, H2S, HS

−, and CH3S
−) computed at the B3LYP/

SDD/6-31+G** level of theory.
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computation for mercury complexes. However, it appears that,
if one should use a CCSD(T)/4-component reference level, the
simpler B3LYP/SDD level gives fairly good results.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The study of microsolvated complexes appears as a powerful
model to understand the physics of the nucleation of water
molecules around metal cations such as gold and mercury. In
this contribution, we proposed an in depth study of such
complexes using quantum interpretative techniques. Solvated
structures as well as ELF topological analysis confirmed that the
Au+ only accepts two water molecules in its first hydration shell.
However, it also interacts with other water molecules, further
away, through weak interactions, as shown by NCI. Thus, the
ELF analysis of Au+ shows a peculiar aspect of its electronic
structure in that the cation exhibits the capability of
preorganizing its outer-shell core electrons (subvalence) into
two half-spheres directed toward Au−O bonds and will then
never modify it whatever the number of water molecules added.
This behavior is not characteristic of a hard cation that splits its
subvalence nor of a soft cation as it keeps it unchanged. We
therefore decided to extend the usual description and to refer to
Au+ as a pseudosoft cation. A population analysis of the gold
cation was also carried out on the [Au]n cluster using several
levels of theories and methods. It seems necessary to use NBO
or QTAIM population analysis with hybrid DFT calculation
and at least a double-ζ basis set to model, accurately enough,
gold charge. In such a case, gold can recover up to 0.4 e− and
therefore have a charge of +0.6 e−.
Hg2+ microsolvation was shown to be similar to the Au+ one

for small clusters (less than eight water molecules); it only
binds to two water molecules, and its subvalence is also two
half-spheres directed toward Hg−O bonds. However, for larger
clusters, a geometric and topological transition appears
inducing the arrival of more than two water molecules in the
first hydration shell of the cation and the modification of its
subvalence topology. This transition can be followed looking at
the different QTAIM distributed moments on the mercury or
at the polarization and charge transfer energies as obtained
from EDA computations. NCI analysis shows however that
despite the fact that more than two water molecules bond the
cation, it will still keep a “gold type” geometry as two of them,
situated on each part of the cation, will remain more strongly
bonded to it.
The existence of the transition was studied at several levels of

treatment of the electronic correlation (HF, post-HF, and DFT
methods) and relativistic effects (pseudopotential, DKH2, and
DKH4), and the results point out their antagonist effects: if
relativistic effects are predominant, then the mercury will
behave like gold and have a similar subvalence; otherwise when
electronic correlation effects are predominant, Hg2+ behaves
more like a soft cation, splitting additionally its subvalence.
The results presented here also highlight the interest of the

synergetic use of several interpretative methods to study
complex systems under the same philosophy as that for the
results some of us presented for the reaction mechanism.50 All
of the different schemes used here (ELF, QTAIM, NCI,
EDA...) have exposed different properties of the two cations
that, gathered together, allowed a more detailed description of
the systems that could be, for example, used for the design of
next generation force fields, allowing larger systems to be
tackled.66
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